
Year 9 – Week Eight ‘An Inspector Calls’ by J. B. Priestley 

 

Read the next section of the play, pages 7 to 9. This section is covered between 4.32 minutes of the film to 7.32 minutes. You 

can watch the play being performed below by opening this link 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yuHvGPpq8TM 

https://www.brookfield.hants.sch.uk/subpage-content/content-

pdfs/exams11/English/Modern%20Text/An%20Inspector%20Calls_text.pdf 

 

Choose a task according to your level, or complete as many as you like: 

Levels 2-3,  

ALL: How does the playwright present the character of Eric in this part of the play? Think of appropriate adjectives to use 

as points about him to add to this list: nervous, secretive, excluded, etc.…? 

CHALLENGE: Find a quote from this part of the play to support one of the points above. 

Identify the sentence type in each chosen quote. The sentence type is…?  

EXPERT: SWAG-Identify a powerful word in your chosen quotation, name the word class and explain the effect on the 

reader. The noun/adjective/verb/pronoun, etc., was chosen by the playwright as it powerfully enforces the idea of 

….about Eric to the audience. 

CONTEXT LINKED TO WRITER’S PURPOSE: What class of person is Priestley showing us via Eric? 

 Why was class an important idea to Priestley? 

 

Level 4 to 5: 

ALL: How does the playwright present the character of Gerald in this part of the play? Think of appropriate adjectives to 

use as points about him to add to this list: upper-class, well- mannered, etc.…? 

CHALLENGE: Find a quote from this part of the play to support one of the points above. 

Identify the sentence type in each chosen quote. The sentence type is…?  

EXPERT: SWAG-Identify a powerful word in your chosen quotation, name the word class and explain the effect on the 

reader. The noun/adjective/verb/pronoun… etc., was chosen by the playwright as it powerfully enforces the idea of …. 

about Gerald to the audience. 

CONTEXT LINKED TO WRITER’S PURPOSE:  What class of person is Priestley showing us via Gerald? 

 Why was class an important idea to Priestley? 

 

Model: 

Point- Priestley uses language to present Gerald Croft as a good- humoured man with:  

Quote: ‘(laughs) You seem to be a nice well-behaved family –’ 

Explain: This presents Gerald as good humoured because he is having a little joke with Mr Birling... 

Identify: This is a stage direction followed by a declarative sentence. 

SWAG: The verb ‘laughs’ in the stage direction was chosen by the playwright as it powerfully enforces the idea of Gerald 

being likeable and amusing to the audience. 

CONTEXT LINKED TO WRITER’S PURPOSE: Priestley may be using the character of Gerald to show that the upper classes 

had a fun and privileged life where they could afford to laugh to make the audience think about, in contrast, the miserable 

lives of the poor and working classes in 1912. This is particularly effective because Gerald is likeable but still not concerned 

about the poor; he agrees with Arthur that ‘a man has to look after himself’, a very selfish point of view. 

 

Level 6 +: 

ALL: How does the playwright present the character of Arthur Birling in this part of the play? Think of appropriate 

adjectives to use as points about him to add to this list: selfish, insular, etc.…? 

CHALLENGE: Find a quote from this part of the play to support one of the points above. 

Identify the sentence type in each chosen quote. The device/ sentence type is…?  

EXPERT: SWAG-Identify a powerful word in your chosen quotation, name the word class and explain the effect on the 

reader. The noun/adjective/verb/pronoun… etc., was chosen by the playwright as it powerfully enforces the idea of …. 

about Arthur to the audience. 

CONTEXT LINKED TO WRITER’S PURPOSE: What is Priestley trying to show us about many wealthy people in 1912? Why 

did Priestley consider this an important lesson? 

 

  

 ALL: Don’t forget to continue revision ‘A Christmas Carol’ and ‘Romeo and Juliet’ using 

the plethora of online resources available! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yuHvGPpq8TM
https://www.brookfield.hants.sch.uk/subpage-content/content-pdfs/exams11/English/Modern%20Text/An%20Inspector%20Calls_text.pdf
https://www.brookfield.hants.sch.uk/subpage-content/content-pdfs/exams11/English/Modern%20Text/An%20Inspector%20Calls_text.pdf

